Abstract—Recent market forecasts predict that the portable computing trend will vastly spread, as by 2020 there will be more than 3 billion LTE device users worldwide. Motivated by this fact, many companies and research institutes have already launched research projects that utilize portable devices, voluntarily provided by users, to perform the required computations. Many such projects employ Berkeley’s BOINC middleware, since it can support a large variety of stationary and mobile devices. However, currently available BOINC high-level APIs, either do not support portable devices or lack advanced processing capabilities (such as inter-node task dependencies) and/or easiness of use. To resolve these issues, we propose the mCluster software framework for application execution powered by the BOINC middleware on portable devices. mCluster adopts a task-based programming model that requires simple, pragma-based annotations of the application software, in order to dynamically resolve task dependencies. To evaluate our framework, we have has mapped a scientific application from the neuroscience domain on an small-scaled network of portable devices. mCluster significantly reduces the required programming effort and complexity to efficiently map BOINC-powered applications with task dependencies on portable devices compared to previous approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Volunteer computing is a form of distributed computing. It pertains to computer or mobile device owners (volunteers), who donate their processing power and / or storage resources to scientific projects that need to execute computationally intensive software routines (tasks). Volunteer computing was first applied by the “Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search” project\(^1\) in 1996. However, it was mainly established in the early 2000’s, when the University of California, Berkeley released the BOINC middleware [1] to the public. To date, BOINC is still the most widely used middleware that scientists and companies utilize to launch research projects on distributed networks of desktop computers and mobile devices (smartphones and tablets)\(^2\).

Although many companies and universities have acknowledged the power of volunteer computing, and used BOINC to launch a variety of research projects, it is still applied with limitations mainly due to the following reasons:

- Currently, BOINC does not support inter-node task dependencies, hence limiting the nature of projects and applications that are applicable for volunteer computing. Task dependencies are only supported at intra-node level, where developers manually divide an application into sets of dependent tasks, and assign each set to a virtual machine hosted on a client node [2].
- Setting up and launching research projects, requires (a) skills and experience in computer-science aspects, and (b) significant effort and time (the very same experience that this team had while carrying out this work). As a result, scientists from other research domains (e.g. astrophysics, seismology, biology, biomedical, financial) find very hard starting such projects, which also impacts volunteer computing.

To alleviate these issues, in this paper we propose the mCluster software framework for portable device-based volunteer computing powered by the BOINC middleware. With our work we strive to facilitate the deployment of applications on distributed networks consisting of portable devices, and minimize the enormous effort and knowledge currently required to successfully launch research projects powered by BOINC. Towards this, mCluster adopts a task-based programming model that requires simple pragma-based annotations of the application software, in order to dynamically resolve task dependencies. In other words, scientists and developers need only to insert certain key-words in their original software to describe task dependencies, which mCluster automatically handles at runtime. Overall,

\(^1\)http://www.mersenne.org/

\(^2\)https://boinc.berkeley.edu/
the paper contributions are the following:

- We propose the mCluster software framework for application execution powered by BOINC on portable devices. Our framework extends the BOINC infrastructure with a task-based programming model that requires simple, pragma-based task annotations.
- The mCluster implementation is bundled with the BOINC middleware; it resolves all inter-node task dependencies at runtime, a feature that -to the best of our knowledge- was not previously supported.
- We provide a first mCluster-compatible implementation of a biologically accurate brain simulation (Inferior Olive), and execute it on an experimental network of smartphones and tablets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides references to related work and various projects based on volunteer computing. Section III describes the mCluster front-end, while Section IV its integration with the BOINC middleware. Section V presents the Inferior-Olive application implementation. Section VI describes our experimental setup and evaluates the mCluster framework. Section VII discusses our future work and concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Distributed computing has already been utilized in various projects, such as the BOINC middleware [1] and Wisconsin Condor [3], however they target desktop computers as processing nodes. A few years ago, BOINC started supporting mobile devices via client applications that users can download from the Google Play app store\(^3\) to perform volunteering processing for specified scientific problems.

A significant amount of work can be found on adding virtualization to BOINC [4], [5], [2], [6]. Virtualization offers many benefits for the host machine, such as application porting, security and system-level checkpointing, at the expense of increased resource utilization and slightly degraded performance. Moreover, [7] presents DC-API, a simple API specifically targeted for desktop grid systems that overcomes the lack of Java-application support in BOINC-powered desktop systems. Although, DC-API hides many low-level details of the BOINC infrastructure similarly to our approach, it only supports desktop computers as clients.

Major mobile-market companies (e.g. HTC, Samsung, IBM, Sony) offer BOINC-powered applications that users can download from app stores to actively contribute to specified scientific problems (cure for cancer, Alzheimer’s disease and AIDS)\(^4\), \(^5\), \(^6\), \(^7\). However, to date, volunteer computing has been applied with limitations, since launching portable devices-based projects requires significant effort. Moreover, efforts on supporting task dependencies are limited at host-level [2]; a virtual machine running on a host, can resolve dependencies only among tasks that are executed locally.

III. THE MCLUSTER FRAMEWORK

Programming Model: mCluster adopts a task-based programming model that requires developers to simply pragma-annotate the application code to dynamically resolve task dependencies when executed on a BOINC-powered environment. Figure 1 illustrates an example of a simple code that processes 1-d vectors. There are three tasks, namely "v_add", "v_sub" and "v_mult".

To define application tasks, developers need to insert above each task the #pragma mcluster string, followed by the input keyword. This defines all task inputs, where developers insert within parenthesis each input type, starting address and size, all separated by commas. Similarly, developers can define all task outputs with the keyword output, followed within parenthesis by each output type, starting address and size.

Our framework supports all input/output types, i.e. char, short, int, float, double and structs. Furthermore, it also provides manual task synchronization with the mClusterSync() function (discussed in Section V). The latter essentially works as a sync barrier that suspends further application execution, until all currently dispatched tasks have returned their outputs. It should be noted also that the mCluster API

---

\(^3\)https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.berkeley.boinc
\(^5\)https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=at.samsung.powersleep
\(^7\)https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sonymobile.androidapp.gridcomputing

---

![Figure 1: Application-task annotation with the mCluster pragma keywords.](image-url)
imposes certain limitations, such as nested task annotation. In other words, developers are not allowed to annotate a task within an already annotated task.

**mCluster Front End:** The mCluster front end is responsible for translating the annotated code to source files compatible with BOINC-specific API calls for task generation / management. As observed, the original code includes Write-After-Write (WAW) hazards between $v\text{-}_\text{add}$ and $v\text{-}_\text{mult}$ tasks, and Write-After-Read (WAR) hazards between $v\text{-}_\text{sub}$ and $v\text{-}_\text{mult}$ tasks. We have implemented an in-house source-to-source translator that works in two phases: First, all WAR and WAW hazards are resolved using the task-output renaming technique described above. At the second phase, the generated code (a) keeps all task metadata (i.e. unique id, inputs/outputs parameters and their sizes) in private structures, and (b) replaces all #pragma-based annotations with middleware-specific API calls for task generation/management. We should note though that task-output renaming introduces a storage overhead, since it increases the total number of arguments used during the application execution. In the next section, we describe our mCluster implementation that utilizes the BOINC middleware for tasks dispatching to portable devices.

**IV. mCluster Implementation**

Figure 2 illustrates the mCluster-BOINC implementation. Considering as example application the source code depicted in Figure 1, the workflow proceeds as follows:

Remove data hazards and generate BOINC-compatible back end files: As described in Section III, the original annotated code is source-to-source translated, in order to (a) remove any WAW and WAR hazards among tasks, and (b) generate the required BOINC-compatible back end files for task generation / management. In order to tackle inter-node tasks dependencies and, at the same time, follow the strict project/application BOINC structure, we associate each task with a BOINC application [1].

Thus, the mCluster back end BOINC files (a) parse the original code to keep all task metadata (i.e. unique id, inputs/outputs parameters and their sizes) in private structures, (b) run the required BOINC scripts to generate a new full BOINC project (including its internal databases and other structures), and (c) automatically generate a unique BOINC application associated to each annotated task in the original code, excluding its Work Generator (WG) [1], thus suspending execution. As soon as all applications are created, every client device that is registered to the BOINC project will receive all task executable and be ready to accept task instances for execution.

Start ready BOINC applications: mCluster traverses the generated task graph and starts all BOINC applications with ready inputs by automatically generating its WG. Note that issues like fault tolerance and task starvation are handled by BOINC, as each task is issued to more than one portable device, and if a task gets timed out, it will be assigned to another device.

Wait assimilated results: mCluster halts further execution of the back end files, until at least an application reports new results in its corresponding BOINC assimilator [1]. Based on the updated ready data, mCluster traverses further into the task graph to identify which BOINC applications have their inputs now ready, in order to proceed to step 2. mCluster also deletes all BOINC applications whose outputs are no longer needed, keeping at minimum resource utilization on the server side. If all BOINC applications are done, it exits.

It should be noted that the number of concurrently "active" BOINC applications depends on the server resources capacity (e.g. CPU power, available memory, etc). For this reason, mCluster has the option to constrain them up to a predefined limit, in order not to overload the server machine. Such a case can occur for example within for-loops iterated hundreds or thousand times that call independent task(s).
steps of 0.05 msec each, the state of a 2-d neurons grid (cells), all interconnected with their 8 neighbours. Each cell consists of three main computational stages (Dendride, Soma and Axon). Figure 4 illustrates this procedure for N simulation steps (simSteps). At every simStep, a task calculates a cell’s state within the 2-d cell grid with dimensions \( \text{DIM}_X \times \text{DIM}_Y \), while all tasks can be executed concurrently.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION

**Experimental System:** To verify our BOINC-compatible implementation we deployed an experimental system consisting of one BOINC server machine and six client devices. The BOINC server is hosted on a 64-bit Ubuntu 12.04 LTS virtual machine (VM) with a single-core CPU at 2.1 GHz, 4GB RAM and 20GB storage. The client machines are two Samsung Galaxy S4 smartphones and four Asus Nexus 7 (2013) tablets under different Android versions.

**Micro-benchmark evaluation:** We annotated the task graph source code (Figure 3) with the mCluster #pragma keywords. mCluster automatically source-to-source translated the original code, generating the corresponding BOINC project and all ready applications. As can be observed, only two tasks can be executed concurrently, hence up to two client devices can work simultaneously. Table I shows the overall micro-benchmark execution times using 1-d vectors with 1,000 and 10,000 elements, respectively, divided into the following parts: (a) input-data uploading to client devices, (b) vector processing, (c) output-result transmission to server, and (d) work on server for task management. In this case, mCluster introduces a small time overhead on the server work of approximately 3.2% and 3.6% when using 1,000- and 10,000-element vectors, respectively. Finally, the actual execution time attributes to 32% and 48% of the overall elapsed time.

**Inferior-Olive application evaluation:** Figure 5 provides the Inferior-Olive annotated pseudocode. Within each iteration of the simSteps-bounded for-loop, the code traverses the 2-d grid and calculates concurrently each neuron’s computational state, by calling the cellTask task. For each neuron, cellTask requires the following arguments: an input struct (60 bytes) that provides the current state of its neighbours, and three output floats (12 bytes in total).
that designate its next dendrite, soma and axon states. Consequently, the original code requires only the #pragma annotations of the cellTask task shown in Figure 5.

To suspend further application execution until all neuron states have been calculated for a particular simulation step, we insert the mClusterSync() function. The latter implements a barrier that checks if all currently dispatched tasks have finished their execution. mCluster pauses further task generation until all active ones return their results, thus ensuring a correct application behavior.

To evaluate the application on a real environment, we have executed it on the experimental setup described above. Figure 6 provides the average simStep execution time for 96, 192, 288 and 384 cell grid sizes, divided into the following segments: server work, download task data, task execution, and upload task results.

The server work segment represents an average 13% overhead introduced by (a) the mCluster framework that creates / deletes the required BOINC applications associated with the original tasks, and (b) run the BOINC middleware.

Compared to the previous micro-benchmark, the source-to-source translated application code in this case is much larger, hence writing all output files creates an increased overhead. On average, a 67% of the overall time is spent on the tasks execution, thus indicating the benefit and need of having more processing resources available, in order to reduce the execution time. Finally, approximately 20% of the time is spent on exchanging data (upload and download) between the clients and the server.

**Discussion:** Taking our analysis one step further, we estimate the processing time needed to model real biological brains. According to our experiments, an Inferior-Olive task requires on average 1.46 sec, 0.93 sec and 4.87 sec for data transfers, server work (create and manage the corresponding BOINC application) and actual execution on a client device, respectively. Figure 7 shows the projected processing time for evaluating a single simStep when simulating the aforementioned different brain complexities (mouse, cat and human).

In our analysis, we assume that data transfers and task processing are equally distributed to all available devices. As expected, the currently implemented system is bounded by the capabilities of server machine which hosts the mCluster framework and orchestrates the overall application execution. However, this limitation can be easily addressed by (a) utilizing more powerful server(s), and (b) employing additional servers to host the mCluster framework. The latter method is feasible, since the BOINC middleware server architecture is scalable across different machines [1].

**Comparison to other platforms:** Volunteer computing-based processing platforms, work on a "best-effort" approach. Processing nodes are unreliable in terms of availability and connectivity, thus execute tasks only when...
The current mCluster implementation utilizes the original BOINC middleware, however with certain modifications, it may be bundled with BOINC’s extensions, such as the VBOINC and vboxwrapper. Such an approach would combine the benefits of both works, like inter / intra-node task dependencies support, easy application porting to different hosting platforms, increased security and system-level checkpointing. A drawback, though, is that virtualization layers introduce performance overheads, and allocate a significant amount of storage and memory resources, hence cannot be executed on low-end hosting platforms (such as smartphones and tablets), which are the “processing heart” of volunteer computing.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented the mCluster framework that offers a simple yet powerful framework for BOINC-powered application execution on clusters of portable devices. As future work, we would like to focus on (a) integrate advanced scheduling policies for improved tasks scheduling on such unreliable (in terms of connectivity, and availability) distributed processing networks, (b) support the virtualized extensions of BOINC in order to improve application portability, security and support system-level checkpointing, and (c) make available to the public our Inferior-Olive application project, so users worldwide can actively contribute to biologically accurate brain simulation.
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